
THE DOPPLER EFFECT 

by Conor Mitchell 

His Voice  

Frequency. Prevalence. 

Beat. Constancy. 

Rhythm… 

Repetition. 

Prevalence. Beat. 

Constancy. Rhythm. 

Repetition. 

Beat. Constancy. 

Rhythm… 

Repetition. 

Constancy.  

Rhythm. 

Repetition.  

Rhythm. 

Repetition.  

Repetition. 

Pace. Momentum. 

Hustle. Rapidity. 

Constancy. Rhythm. 

Repetition. 

Agility. Quickness. 

Urgency… 

Repetition. 

Velocity. Activity. 

Intensity. Efficiency. 

Constancy. Rhythm. 

Repetition. 
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Strength. Drive. Initiative. Fortitude. 

Potency. Vitality. Rhythm. Repetition. 

Vivacity. Muscle.  

Zest. Propulsion.  

Compulsion. Dynamism. 

Fury. Impulse. 

Might. Pressure. 

Stress.  

Energy. 

Force.  

Speed.  

The city.   

Speed.  

The city has a speed.  

An Energy. 

A Force. 

History, people, they move it forward.  

Propel it into distance from a fixed point.  

A point of no motion and no history and no people.  

A fixed point.  

A beginning.  

A start.  

An event. 

A person. 

A year. 

An alarm. 

A frequency… 

 Pause 

I wake too late for breakfast. 
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The sheets are damp with sweat again. 

He left before i let him leave. 

or asked him to, 

or told him not to… 

‘stay’… i would have told him ‘stay’. 

The bedside lamp is on the floor. 

The bulb is smashed but tidied up. 

Two half drunk cups of wine are filled 

with butts of fags that seem unsmoked. 

a travel card and rolled up note  

are on a mirror stained with spit. 

i would have told him ‘stay’. 

He slept beside me - 

didn’t move - 

I didn’t wake - 

The city kept me sleeping as it traveled on. 

I felt it rock me, back and forth. 

cradling me like he did -  

 Pause 

I keep routine. 

A constant. 

I stretch myself and make myself again from scratch. 

The same routine - unchanging -  

I improve myself - my body. 

I am not last night. 

I am now. 

This new morning. 
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I am energy.  

Unbreakable. perpetual… 

permanent… unalterable… 

incorruptible… bullet proof… 

indestructible… unchangeable… 

invincible… immortal.  

Am energy… immortal. 

A god, a goddess, 

an energy, immortal.  

 Pause 

‘The city’s speed is set… 

a constant, set by force applied from the fixed point.  

It travels in a line - outwards - waves -  

it moves towards an invisible point we cannot see unless we interrupt the 

motion, stop the force and look back upon the distance traveled.  

We call this motion ‘history’.  

We measure time from both the points.  

Calculate the force, the distance and call this our velocity.’ 

 Pause 

I wash before I dress. 

I use the same soap  

and the same cloth  

and the same towel. 

The same smell,  

the same touch  

and the same colour. 
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I cleanse my face and look at myself -  

the same face in the same mirror - 

the only thing that is changed -  

each day my face a little older. 

Less alive. 

Less constant.  

I will not scrub or exfoliate. No. 

I’ll leave a little of yesterday  

upon my skin.  

the skin he kissed.  

 Pause 

I dress myself so slowly I forget to think. 

The motion is a ritual - religious -  

like a saint who puts the crucifix around their neck before the flames - 

or martyr putting armour on, I let the clothes pour on. 

The fabric rubs against my skin like he did. 

Protecting me and hiding me and making me complete. 

This tie is not my favourite.  

These trousers are too tight. 

This shirt was made in Vietnam. 

This watch is fake - 

A copy. 

The second hand is stuck on five. 

Frozen. 

Fixed. 

Rigid. 

Locked. 

Solid. 

Anchored.  
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Disabled. 

Cracked. 

Damaged. 

Deformed. 

Defective. 

Misshapen. 

Crippled. 

Twisted. 

Fractured. 

Injured. 

Scarred. 

Defeated. 

Hurt. 

 Pause 

My father’s watch. 

Twenty years old. 

Just like me… 

Bough the day that I was born. 

in ninety ninety eight… 

A bargain from a bankrupt jeweller.  

And never quite worked.  

just like me… 

I wear it - just it case it will. 

 Pause 

‘Speed is not velocity. Speed has no direction. Velocity, The city - history - 

does. An end point - a cessation… a finish… or accord. That is the ending. 

The end point - the thing that gives velocity its purpose. Speed is just a word. 
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A philosophy. It means nothing unless it knows where it’s going. It is defined 

by it’s direction. It’s end point… far or near. Known or not.  

Did you know where you were going  

when we left your flat last night? 

Did you know that you would meet me - 

come back home with me and sleep. 

Did your destination matter? 

Would you have stayed if you had know? 

 Pause 

I leant against a pillar - 

near the dance floor. 

A fixed point in the club.  

My body moved. 

My eyes moved faster. 

Speeding through the lights to catch the faces. 

Faces dancing - drunk or high or fucked on E. 

Youthful. Fresh. Their skin untouched 

by fags or booze or scars, disease -  

they glowed like Gods about to die; 

it’s energy.  

It’s twenty one. 

It’s seventeen. 

the last nursery of a century  1

- dancing on their keepers’ past. 

They trampled it into the earth  

in boyish coloured fucking shoes 

Deeper down with every stamp  

 the nursery of the nineties , now…1
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with every beat - they buried it. 

I drink to you! my vodka mixed 

with caffeine hit and teenage pop. 

I drink to you - your ritual, 

your boyish coloured fucking shoes. 

I drink to you - your untouched skin, 

your ecstasy. 

I drink to you! 

Someone sees me, 

stares, unmoving. 

His eyes glazed over - static, stopped.  

I fix him back - a target - 

I trace a line between us, 

measure it and call it distance.  

The music changes -faster.   

They accelerate their trampling  

and he looks at me - it changes. 

They accelerate their trampling 

and he looks at me, his origin - 

my blood is charged with current 

and he looks at me - 

 Pause  

He slept beside me - 

didn’t move - 

I didn’t wake - 

The city kept me sleeping as it traveled on. 

I felt it rock me, back and forth. 

cradling me like he did - 
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He said he’d be there - 

the club - tonight.  

He said he’d meet me, 

‘come’ he said.  

‘I’ll meet you by the pillar 

where you stood tonight.  

I’ll see you and you’ll take me home’… 

perhaps… 

 Pause 

I would have told you ‘stay’. 

 Pause 

In an office.. I keep routine. 

A constant. An always.  

I stretch myself and make myself again from scratch. 

The same routine - unchanging -  

I improve myself - my body. 

I am not a worker -  

I am a God.  

I am not last night. 

I am now. 

This new morning. 

I am energy.  

Unbreakable. perpetual… 

permanent… unalterable… 

incorruptible… bullet proof… 

indestructible… unchangeable… 

invincible… immortal.  
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Am energy… immortal. 

A god, a goddess, 

an energy, immortal. 

 Pause 
  

I watch TV at night to take my mind off cigarettes. 

Nothing modern -  

nothing new. 

No - something old on channel nine. 

A classic for a rainy night. 

Morocco and the nazis 

and a swede and an american. 

I will not smoke. 

…My uncle has this poster in a frame up in his hall. 

It’s not a crutch. 

…said she marries the invisible man. 

It’s nicotine. 

…Claud Rains. 

A drug. 

…he died of drink 

I do not smoke! 

…alone.  

The rain keeps time in Belfast. 

Another heart for half a million, 

beating on the city streets. 

‘There are two cures for loneliness: 

company or death. 

Best not to decide just yet. 
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Another channel, UTV.  

The past again - but Boghart’s gone.  

Glamour gives to cheapish suits 

in navy blue and black and grey.  

You’d never wear a suit like that. 

You’d turn your nose up, laugh. 

You wouldn’t put it on. 

It’s yesterday’s… 

It’s old mens’ rags… 

You’d send it back, still folded  

with label and the tag still on.  

The suit you’d wear would blind them all. 

You’d let me choose it. Shoes and all.  

You’d say ‘my lover tailors me 

in pink and crimson, white and gold. 

He sets me on a pedestal 

and chisels me in colours.’ 

You’re not like them. 

You’re of today. 

You fight another war… 

They do not burn the flag you fly 

They spit on it instead. 

I laugh at them, 

I wrap it round me - 

blanket me and sleep in it. 

 Pause 

My watch -  

stuck since 1998 - 
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begins to tick. 

I’ll run to you.  

I’ll meet you there, 

like we agreed.  

 Pause 

I look for you inside the club. 

I stand beside the pillar like I said I would and wait. 

Music rips my thoughts apart  

and robs them of philosophy, 

of logic, caution, fear, 

and leaves the impulse only - 

The possible arouses me. 

My prick awakens - cancels reason, 

consequence and turns it into pulse. 

I move in time. 

I turn to beat. 

I am energy.  

I am speed. 

Vivacity.  

Muscle.  

Compulsion. 

Impulse. 

Am Energy. 

Force.  

Speed.  

The city.   

Speed.  

The city has a speed.  
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An Energy. 

A Force. 

My force… 

Your force… 

We are energy! 

You’ll come for me. 

You said you would. 

We both agreed. 

We both agreed! 

We set ourselves a new direction… 

pointed us towards ourselves. 

You promised me! 

We both agreed! 

We’d cure ourselves. 

We’d fix a future… 

Make a world we’d sleep within. 

A world that will not shift… 

like sirens in the city night. 

Bending as they move away. 

Twisting in the atmosphere. 

Becoming something deeper… 

other music… 

in the distance… 

fractured by velocity… 

curved.. 

misshapen… 

rushing to a further point… 

another place… 

not here… 
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not this… 

but ringing still within my ears. 

I would have told you stay! 

 Pause 

I see you. 

You look at me. 

The music changes -faster.   

They accelerate their trampling  

and you look at me - it changes. 

They accelerate their trampling 

and you look at me, your origin - 

my blood is charged with current 

and you look at me - 

and see me here - 

and look at me - 

and come to me - 

and kiss me now - 

and let me whisper - 

let me say: 

‘I would have told you ‘stay’’. 

 End 
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